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THE HIGHWAY 
The road is black: 

divided by a white line: 

:two way: split by direction: 

new cars, bright red, bright blue, 

burnt orange, 

speed toward each other: away from 

each other: old cars, faded dull 

by the sun but still moving: speed 

on or plod on. 

The road 
is pitted 
with holes: 
erosion, 
like time. 
The craters 
grow deep: 
:theyare 
black. 
- L. Eric Greinke 
LIKE THE UNSMILING FACES OF THOSE 
Like the unsmiling faces of those 
who wear winter's weariness 
the forest stands blank. I stand 
nearby 
and after gazing at each tree's closeness 
I wonder why they touch yet 
forget to respond 
saying nothing, like 
the people who in their outward 
barrenness 
disguise the life that is within. 
- Jan Zerfas 
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